
MotoGP 2

August 2001: The most exhilarating motorcycle racing experience ever seen on
a games console is  hitting the streets soon,  as Sony Computer Entertainment
Europe announces the launch of its latest release for petrolhead gamers, MotoGP
2.

Developed by Namco, creators of the world’s most successful ever bike racing
simulator MotoGP, this latest game for Playstation 2 offers all the excitement and
realism of the original, plus even more officially-licensed tracks, all of this year’s
top GP riders, faster bikes – and bigger crashes!

Based on the famous FIM Road Racing World Championship, MotoGP 2 reflects the
series perfectly, taking gamers all over the world to the toughest tracks against
the most fearless riders. With an extra five real-life circuits, all-new changeable
weather  conditions  and  the  chance  to  fine  tune  your  bike  for  optimum
performance, it is set to keep even the most hardened speed freaks on the edge
of their seats.

Just like in real life, acceleration, braking, and racing lines all have to be perfect to
put in a good lap time. Bike set-up and racecraft all need to be considered, and
careless mistakes will see you plummetting from hero to zero - and it’ll be more
than your rider’s confidence that gets bruised. 

Thanks to Namco’s team of dedicated developers combined with Playstation 2’s
unrivalled  performance,  MotoGP  2  racers  can  expect  the  most  silky-smooth
gameplay and real-life graphics ever seen on a bike racing game. 

While the bikes remain totally responsive to the player – even at speeds of over
200mph,  the  replays  that  made  the  original  MotoGP  stand  out  have  been
enhanced,  offering  new  camera  angles  and  animation  so  smooth  you’d  be
forgiven for thinking you were watching the real thing on TV.



Six modes, from a simple time trial, to a two-player arcade, challenge, or even a
full World Championship assault with a top racing team mean MotoGP 2 is much
more than a bike racing game - it is a two-wheeled, white-knuckle, adrenaline-
fuelled experience guaranteed to have gamers with their hands over their eyes –
you have been warned!

For more information on SCEE titles, please visit our web site:
www.playstation.com

If you want to contact a local SCEE PR Manager, please check 
the SCEE PR Contact List on:

www.scee.com/pr

Release date:  Winter 2001 Developer:  Namco
Publisher:  Sony Computer Entertainment Europe Platform:  PlayStation®2

Peripherals:  Analog Controller (DUALSHOCK 2), Memory Card (8MB) (for PlayStation 2)
Nb Players:  1-2
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